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Abstract The Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) project was conducted over New
Zealand and the surrounding regions during June and July 2014, to more fully understand the generation,
propagation, and effects of atmospheric gravity waves. A large suite of instruments collected data from the
ground to the upper atmosphere (~100 km), with several new remote-sensing instruments operating on
board the NSF Gulfstream V (GV) research aircraft, which was the central measurement platform of the
project. On 14 July, during one of the research flights (research flight 23), a spectacular event was observed as
the GV flew in the lee of the sub-Antarctic Auckland Islands (50.7°S). An apparent “ship wave” pattern was
imaged in the OH layer (at ~83.5 km) by the Utah State University Advanced Mesospheric Temperature
Mapper and evolved significantly over four successive passes spanning more than 4 h. The waves were
associated with orographic forcing generated by relatively strong (15–20m/s) near-surface wind flowing over
the rugged island topography. The mountain wave had an amplitude T′~ 10 K, a dominant horizontal
wavelength ~40 km, achieved a momentum flux exceeding 300m2 s�2, and eventually exhibited instability
and breaking at the OH altitude. This case of deep mountain wave propagation demonstrates the potential
for strong responses in the mesosphere arising from a small source under suitable propagation conditions
and suggests that such cases may be more common than previously believed.

1. Introduction

Gravity waves (GWs) are well recognized as one of the main drivers of Earth’s atmosphere and have
influences that typically increase into the mesosphere/lower thermosphere (MLT). Their major influences
in the MLT result from their large increases in amplitude over many scale heights and their efficient
transport of energy and momentum from source altitudes to the altitudes at which they dissipate.
These dynamics are believed to have large effects on the mean structures, tides, and planetary
waves throughout the MLT and at higher altitudes [Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Yiğit and Medvedev,
2010]. However, these effects are poorly described in global models at present due to our very qualitative
understanding of the GW dynamics and statistics having the major influences in the MLT and above [e.g.,
Kim et al., 2003].

Most GWs observed in the MLT originate at lower altitudes where they are generated by a wide variety of
sources [e.g., Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. Deep convection appears as a major GW source, based on observa-
tions extending into the stratosphere [Fritts and Nastrom, 1992; Wu and Waters, 1996; Dewan et al., 1998;
Tsuda et al., 2000] and in the MLT [e.g., Taylor and Hapgood, 1988; Hocke and Tsuda, 2001; Sentman et al.,
2003; Vadas et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2009]. Another major source of GWs that penetrate into the stratosphere
and higher, especially in specific regions during winter, is significant orography at large and small spatial
scales [Fritts and Nastrom, 1992; Sato, 1994; Eckermann and Preusse, 1999; Wu et al., 2006; Plougonven et al.,
2008; Alexander et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009; Alexander and Grimsdell, 2013; Hendricks et al., 2014; Vosper,
2015]. Other sources for which there is significant evidence include frontal systems [Reeder and Griffiths,
1996], jet streams [Luo and Fritts, 1993; Guest et al., 2000; Plougonven et al., 2003], wave-wave interactions
[Bretherton, 1969; Yeh and Liu, 1981;Dunkerton, 1987], and secondary generation accompanying GW breaking
and strong local body forcing [Vadas and Fritts, 2002]. Importantly, a number of studies have revealed inter-
mittent GWs having large amplitudes and momentum fluxes in the stratosphere and MLT [Fritts et al., 2002,
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2014; Hertzog et al., 2012; Jewtoukoff et al., 2013; Bossert et al., 2015] that appear to contribute a large fraction
of the total momentum flux at each altitude.

The Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) was performed specifically to address these
various topics through comprehensive, multi-instrument observations and associated modeling extending
from the ground to ~100 km (see Fritts et al. [2015] for an overview) in a region containing all of the major
GW sources in the lower atmosphere. The initial results include a number of interesting responses of high
relevance to the current study and to MLT GW influences more generally. Specifically, they reveal that MLT
mountain waves (MWs) (1) can achieve large amplitudes, implying largemomentum fluxes, at large and small
horizontal wavelengths in response to weak surface forcing, (2) often exceed the amplitudes due to other GW
sources, and (3) have responses that often extend over a much larger area than the underlying terrain [Fritts
et al., 2015; Bossert et al., 2015].

This paper presents a surprising example of mesospheric MW observations associated with orographic
forcing over the small sub-Antarctic Auckland Islands archipelago. We provide a short overview of the
DEEPWAVE project during which the measurements were made and describe the instrumentation operated
on board the Gulfstream V (GV) in section 2. Observations made during research flight #23 (RF23) are pre-
sented and discussed in section 3. A discussion of the results and our conclusions are presented in sections
4 and 5, respectively.

2. DEEPWAVE Overview and New GV Airborne Instrumentation
2.1. DEEPWAVE Overview

The Deep Propagating Gravity Wave Experiment (DEEPWAVE) was designed to better understand GW gen-
eration, propagation, and effects from their sources to their regions of dissipation, which are typically in
the stratosphere or MLT, depending on the GW amplitudes at lower altitudes and the environments through
which they propagate. The airborne component of the DEEPWAVE campaign was based in Christchurch,
New Zealand. It took place from 6 June to 21 July 2014, period during which the middle atmosphere
background conditions during the winter months (eastward wind) allow deep GW propagation.

Several ground-based sites on South Island and elsewhere hosted multiple instruments (radiosondes,
Rayleigh lidar, airglow imagers, Fabry-Perot spectrometer, and radar), but the centerpiece of the project
was the GV. Its long-range capability (~9000 km), cruising altitude (~12 km), and instrument suite allowed
it to sample many regions of interest, depending on the forecasted GW sources (orography, convection, fron-
tal system, and jet stream) and propagation environment. Onboard instruments measured atmospheric para-
meters below the aircraft (dropsondes), at flight altitude (temperature, pressure, and horizontal and vertical
winds), and also remotely in the stratosphere (Rayleigh lidar), and in the MLT region (Na lidar, Advanced
Mesospheric Temperature Mapper, and IR OH airglow imagers). The mesospheric instruments are described
in more detail below. In addition, the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder instrument on board the AQUA satellite
[Aumann et al., 2003] provided near real-time temperature-sensitive radiances from ~20 to 42 km in the
stratosphere, from which gravity wave maps were derived. Finally, several high-resolution forecast models
provided daily guidance in flight planning throughout the flight program. A more complete description of
the DEEPWAVE project and several initial research highlights are given by Fritts et al. [2015].

2.2. New GV Airborne Instrumentation

Several new remote-sensing instruments were built specifically to expand the GV measurement capabilities
to ~100 km for DEEPWAVE. An Advanced Mesospheric Temperature Mapper (AMTM) measured the atmo-
spheric temperature over a ~120× 80 km region centered near zenith, using the OH (3,1) band emission.
This bright emission originates from a ~7–8 km thick layer located at ~87 km and is widely used as a tracer
of the dynamical processes in the MLT. The AMTM was designed and built at Utah State University (USU).
It uses a 320 × 256 pixel infrared (IR) sensor and a computer-controlled filter wheel to sequentially measure
the brightness of the P1(2) and P1(4) lines of the OH (3,1) band, as well as the atmospheric background.
Combining these three emissions, it is possible to process the OH (3,1) rotational temperature for each pixel
of an image and “map” the mesospheric temperature over a large region. More details about this instrument
are given in Pautet et al. [2014]. In addition to the AMTM, two low-elevation (field of view centered at 25°
elevation angle) IR imagers were installed on each side of the plane. They measured only the OH emission
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brightness, but their wide field of view (~40 × 30°) provided the larger-scale context for the vertically viewing
lidar and AMTM measurements in the MLT.

A new Rayleigh lidar provided vertical profiles of density from which temperatures were inferred from ~20
to 60 km. A new Na lidar provided measurements of Na densities and temperatures from ~72 to ~105 km,
depending on the degree of variability in the Na layer. These two lidars were built as new GV facility instru-
ments by GATS and were contained in two standard GV instrument racks.

The Rayleigh lidar data processing followed the normal Rayleigh procedure, and then an atmospheric density
profile is calculated from the lidar signal profile taking into account the geometric factors. The density is inte-
grated down from a temperature at 71 km provided by operational analysis of the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Integrated Forecast System and interpolated to the aircraft time and loca-
tion. This procedure yields temperature profiles extending down to ~20 km, below which aerosol backscatter
causes biases. For reference, the temperature error is ~2 K for a 30 s integration over 3 km vertical layers at
~40 km. More information about this instrument is given in Bossert et al. [2015].

The GV sodium lidar is a high spectral resolution system that shared the same racks, telescope, and receiver
electronics as the Rayleigh lidar. The transmitter is a narrowband Toptica continuous-wave laser composed of
an 18W Raman fiber amplifier doubled to produce 10W of 589 nm light with a 10MHz line width. The laser
output light is locked to the D2a feature in the sodium Doppler-free saturation spectrum. An acousto-optic
amplitude modulator produces 20μs square pulses repeating at 1 kHz. This pulsed beam has a 150 km total
range and 3 km range resolution. It is synchronized with the Rayleigh beam to avoid cross talk, and the data
are recorded on the same counter board oversampled at 1 s and 37.5m sampling. For postprocessing, the
counts are averaged in bins of 900m vertically and 48 s (~11.5 km spatially, depending on aircraft speed)
and Rayleigh normalized at altitudes from 30 to 35 km using Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSIS)
(The signal in the Na layer is divided by the signal near 30 km to take out lower atmosphere transmission var-
iations and multiplied by the ratio of scattering cross sections, corrected for 1/r2 assuming a density near
30 km from MSIS to get the Na density.). The mixing ratios are calculated from sodium densities and relative
background atmospheric conditions based on a scale height calculated from the AMTM temperature and
MSIS densities at 87 km.

2.3. Flight Altitude Measurements

In addition to the instruments described above, the GV aircraft is equipped to record all the relevant
flight information (coordinates, altitude, speed, heading, roll, pitch, etc.) and to measure the parameters

Figure 1. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) fore-
cast showing the tropospheric wind at 850 hPa at 0600 UTC on 14 July for the DEEPWAVE region of interest. Auckland
Islands are indicated by the red dot, while Macquarie Island corresponds to the red cross. The flight path for RF23 is shown
as a black line.
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characterizing the surrounding atmosphere (pressure, tempera-
ture, and horizontal and vertical winds) at 1 Hz (low rate)
frequency, with the capability to provide 25Hz data. These
measurements provide additional information on GWs and their
environment at flight altitude.

3. Observations

A total of 26 GV research flights were conducted during the
DEEPWAVE campaign. The significant range of the GV aircraft
(~9000 km) allowed measurements over large regions in the
vicinity of New Zealand, targeting specific GW sources or propa-
gation conditions. On 14 July, the orographic forcing over the
South Island was relatively weak but a region of moderate tropo-
spheric wind (~20–25m/s at 850 hPa) was forecast over the
Southern Ocean, as shown in Figure 1. A small isolated uninhab-
ited archipelago named Auckland Islands (AI) is located in this
area (50.7°S, 166.1°E, red dot on the map). Its size (~30 × 80 km)
and terrain elevation (up to 660m) made it a good candidate
for the generation of mountain waves which could potentially

Figure 2. OH brightness measured simulta-
neously by the three imagers operating on
board the GV aircraft at 0656 UTC during
RF23. Large amplitude waves are visible
east of AI.

Figure 3. OH brightnessmapping corresponding to the four legs flown over the AI and showing the evolution and decay of
the orographic waves generated by flow over the Auckland Islands terrain (a) between 0650 and 0710 UTC, (b) between
0945 and 1010 UTC, (c) between 1015 and 1050 UTC, and (d) between 1105 and 1125 UTC.
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propagate deep into the atmosphere, based on
DEEPWAVE forecasts. Another small island in the
Southern Ocean, named Macquarie Island, is
located farther south (54.6°S, 158.9°E, red cross on
the map), but its lower altitude and narrower topo-
graphy were considered less likely to create moun-
tain waves with a sufficiently large amplitude to be
observed at high altitudes. Nevertheless, it was
decided to fly over both potential sources to
observe the possible MW responses created by
the near-surface wind over those two islands. Four
passes over each island were performed on this
research flight 23 (RF23), and its flight path is
shown as a black line in Figure 1.

RF23 lasted from 0545 UTC to 1230 UTC on 14 July
2014. At 0645 UTC, as the aircraft was approaching
the AI from the north-east, real-time AMTM images
exhibited large-amplitude waves in the OH layer on

the lee side of the archipelago. Figure 2 shows the OH brightness measured simultaneously by the AMTM and
two IR cameras at 0656 UTC and projected on a geographical map. Several crests are visible in the zenith
imager field of view. They also extend farther north, into the region observed by the right wing camera. In
contrast, no sign of this feature appears south of the flight track. As the GV passed over AI and kept moving
west, the apparent MW disappeared. Two and half hours later, the aircraft came back and flew a second time
over AI. The same MW patterns were still present, but they had begun to exhibit evidence of breaking in the
zenith field of view. The very small scale structures visible within the large-amplitude MW are typical of a
wave breaking event, with accompanying irreversible momentum deposition in the atmosphere [e.g.,
Yamada et al., 2001; Fritts et al., 2002]. The GV flew two more legs over the archipelago in order to follow
the evolution and decay of this MW event. Figure 3 shows the OH brightness mapping corresponding to
the four passes over AI. Between 0650 and 0710 UTC (Figure 3a), a “ship wave” pattern is imaged to the east
(lee side) of the AI. No other GWs are visible in this region. Two and half hours later (Figure 3b), the waves are
still at the same location but also extend slightly farther to the north. They also exhibit evidence of breaking in
the AMTM field of view. During the third leg (Figure 3c), the MW in the zenith field of view has largely
disappeared. However, it is still visible with a large amplitude farther north, in the field of view of the right
wing camera. Finally, when the aircraft flew for the last time over the islands between 1105 and 1125 UTC

(Figure 3d), images revealed an apparently
dissipating MW exhibiting significant instabil-
ity features to the north. Over the duration
of the flight (~6 h), this large-amplitude MW
remained in the same location, and was nearly
stationary, until it broke, yielding instabilities
and turbulence, and disappeared.

This MW event was also visible in the vertical
profiles obtained by the GV Na lidar. Figure 4
shows the Na mixing ratio contours measured
at zenith along the GV flight path during the first
leg over the AI. The large-tilted features (arrows)
correspond to the locations and wavelengths of
the MW temperature perturbations observed
with the AMTM. Unfortunately, the lidars had
to be turned off for the following overpasses
due to aircraft regulations, as the GV was flying
at a lower altitude in order to make in situ
measurements closer to the MW source.

Figure 4. Na mixing ratio contour measured by the Na lidar
as the GV flew over AI between 0650 and 0700 UTC. The
vertical, slightly tilted structures (indicated by the vertical
arrows) correspond to the waves observed simultaneously
by the AMTM.

Figure 5. Vertical wind velocity measured at flight altitude (11.9 km)
during the first leg over AI. The position of the island is indicated
at the bottom.
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In addition to the middle and upper atmosphere data, several instruments on board the aircraft recorded in situ
atmospheric parameters while flying over the AI terrain. Figure 5 shows the vertical wind velocity measured at
the aircraft altitude (~11.9 km) during the first leg. Oscillations with amplitude of ~1m/s are visible over and on
the lee side of the AI topography, represented at the bottom of the plot. Subsequent passes (not shown) exhib-
ited similar perturbations but with decreasing amplitude as the wind was weakening over the island terrain.

3.1. Temperature Maps

The AMTM is not only able to measure the OH brightness, but it can also be used to determine the OH
rotational temperature (as noted in section 2.1), thus providing a temperature map at the OH altitude every
~16 s. Figure 6 shows a series of four temperature mappings corresponding to each leg over AI. The
parameters of the temperature oscillations can easily be measured. In the case of leg #1, the horizontal
wavelength λx was 40± 3 km, the apparent temperature perturbation< T′> (where angle brackets denote
averaging over the OH layer), exhibited a 10± 1 K amplitude for an average temperature T0 of 205 ± 1 K,
and the direction orthogonal to the MW phase structure θ was equal to 90 ± 5° anticlockwise from due north.
As already seen in Figure 3, the MW perturbations remained approximately at the same location and had a
horizontal phase speed c near zero throughout the RF23 flight segments over the AI.

4. Discussion

As GWs propagate upward, they transport momentum that resides in the background atmosphere via a
pseudomomentum flux (MF) [Fritts and Alexander, 2003]. The MF per unit mass for a given wave can be
calculated knowing its parameters, as well as the background conditions, using the following equation
[Fritts et al., 2014]:

< uh ′w′ >¼ g2ωi

2N3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ω2

i

N2

s
< T ′ >
T0

� �2 1

C2 (1)

Here g is the acceleration of gravity (9.54m s�2 at the OH layer), N is the buoyancy frequency, ωi is the
intrinsic frequency of the GW, < T′> is the measured temperature perturbation amplitude, T0 the mean
temperature at the altitude of the OH (3,1) emission, and C is a factor to compensate for the phase averaging
over the finite thickness of the OH layer. It is defined by

C ¼ < T ′ >
T ′ z0ð Þ ¼ exp �3:56

z2FWHM

λ2z

� �
(2)

where zFWHM is the full width at half maximum OH layer thickness and λz is the vertical GW wavelength. The
triangular parentheses in (1) represent means over both the airglow layer and a complete wave oscillation.

Figure 6. AMTM temperature mapping showing the absolute temperature perturbations at the MLT altitude over the
Gulfstream V flight path. Times are the same as in Figure 3.
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During the DEEPWAVE flights, the AMTM instrument provided direct measurements of the GW horizontal
parameters (wavelength λh, observed phase speed c, temperature perturbation < T′>, and GW azimuthal
orientation θ). The vertical temperature profiles in theMLT regionwere given, when possible, by the GVNa lidar,
while the Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM) reanalysis model supplied the background wind data
over the oceanic regions, where no instruments (e.g., radar, spectrometer, or wind lidar) were available.

The Navy Global Environmental Model (NAVGEM) is the navy’s operational global numerical weather predic-
tion system [Hogan et al., 2014; Eckermann et al., 2014]. For DEEPWAVE, the complete NAVGEM system was
rerun in a reanalysis configuration for the entire austral winter of 2014 using a high-altitude research config-
uration extending to ~100 km altitude. In addition to the full suite of operational sensor data, the reanalysis
assimilated high-altitude satellite data from the SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere Using Broadband
Emission Radiometry), Microwave Limb Sounder, and Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder instru-
ments, leveraging earlier high-altitude data assimilation work described in Eckermann et al. [2009] and
Hoppel et al. [2013]. The reanalysis profiles also include wind data from the three GV dropsondes released
over Auckland Island during RF23. Further details are provided in (D. Broutman et al., Fourier modeling of
mesospheric mountain waves observed near Auckland Island during the Deep Propagating Gravity Wave
Experiment (DEEPWAVE), Journal Atmospheric Science, under review, 2016).

Figure 7 shows the NAVGEMhorizontal wind in the direction of thewave (a), the temperature (b), and the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency (c) vertical profiles between 75 and 100km, at 12 UT on 14 July, averaged over a
~140×110km region surrounding the AI. In order to solve equation (1), the background parameters deduced
from the vertical profiles have to be integrated, weighted by brightness, over the OH layer, but its altitude may
vary depending on seasonal and dynamical conditions. The SABER instrument on board the thermosphere-
ionosphere-mesosphere electrodynamics (TIMED) satellite measures OH density profiles that help define the
altitude of the OH layer. Such a profile (not shown) was obtained at 1250 UTC on 14 July 2014, at coordinates
50.7°S, 171.2°E (~360 km east of AI). According to this measurement, the center of the OH layer that night, in this
area, was at 84.0± 0.5 km, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) was ~7.5 km. In fact, this profile corre-
sponds to a channel at 1.6μm (comprising the OH (4,2) and (5,3) bands). If the difference in altitude between
the OH emission bands is taken into account [von Savigny et al., 2012], the perturbations observed by the
AMTM originated from a layer centered at 83.5± 0.5 km with FWHM ~7.5 km.

The NAVGEM horizontal wind profile in the direction of the wave (Figure 7a) shows a minimum (~7m/s) at
~80.5 km. As the wind decreases in speed with height, the wave refracts to smaller vertical wavelengths with

Figure 7. NAVGEM reanalysis data between 75 and 100 kmover the AI area at 0900 UTC, for thewind in (a) theMWdirection, (b)
the temperature, and (c) the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. (d) The calculated vertical wavelength for the MW observed over the AI.
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a smaller intrinsic phase speed, which is equal to the horizontal wind speed in the case of stationary MWs. To
confirm this possibility, the vertical wave number of the GW was calculated using the following equation
[Nappo, 2002]:

m2 ¼ N2

c2i
þ u″0

ci
� 1
HS

u′0
ci

� 1

4H2
S

� k2 (3)

where N is the buoyancy frequency, ci is the intrinsic phase speed, u′0 and u′′0 are the first and second vertical
derivatives of the horizontal wind speed in the direction of the wave, Hs is the scale height (=R · T/g, with
R=287 J kg�1 K�1), and k is the wave horizontal wave number.

The vertical wavelength is then equal to

λz ¼ 2π
m

(4)

Figure 7d shows the vertical profile for λz, calculated using the NAVGEM background information and the
AMTM horizontal wave parameters. As expected, the GW came close to a critical level just above 80 km, with
its vertical wavelength decreasing to less than 5 km. Another way to estimate λz is to use the Na density plot
(Figure 4). This contour plot was made using lidar data averaged over 48 s (or ~11.5 km horizontally) and
900m vertically. The tilt of the wave clearly changed when approaching the 80 km level, implying a decrease
of the vertical wavelength. For example, the first crest is only slightly tilted toward the left below 78 km. At
that point, the corresponding vertical wavelength [Vadas and Nicolls, 2009] is still larger than 20 km. Above
that altitude, the inclination of the wave decreases, indicating a diminution of λz to ~12 km.

The vertical wavelength has a large impact on the MF calculation, especially when it approaches the FWHM of
the OH layer (~7.5 km), as it strongly affects the phase averaging through the factor C (equation (2)).
Nevertheless, it is still possible to give an estimate of the MF associated with this MW using equation (1),
but employing the MW vertical displacement directly, rather than an indirect T′ estimate derived from < T′>
and guessing at λz and C.

Using equation (1) with C~ 1 and T′ inferred from an apparent maximum vertical displacement of ~2.5 km at
~78 km altitude, e.g., δz> 2.5 km, an implied λz> 16 km and T′> 16 K, N~0.017 s�1 from NAVGEM (Figure 7c),
and a minimum ωi~ 0.37N, we obtain an estimate of the minimum MF of ~320m2 s�2 for this event.

In fact, the goal of this estimation is more on demonstrating the large impact of this wave on the MLT region
than determining precisely the value of the MF transported by this single GW. This conservative estimate
is extremely large relative to previous mesospheric studies investigating the mean MF carried by GWs in
the MLT. For example, mesospheric radar data obtained during an 8 day period from Adelaide, Australia
[Fritts and Vincent, 1987], yielded values <5m2 s�2. More recently, Placke et al. [2015] compared 4 years of
measurements from two different radar systems (MF and meteor), located in Northern Norway. They used
two different analysis techniques and found similar values and variabilities for themesospheric MF, with aver-
age numbers <10m2 s�2. Another method to approximate MF employing airglow brightness image data
[Gardner et al., 1999] has been used in several studies, and most of them inferred small mean MF values. This
method defines a simple relation between the airglow emission brightness fluctuations and the temperature
perturbations. Hickey and Yu [2005] have shown that airglow brightness and temperature perturbations are
not so easily related to each other. The cancelation factor used by Gardner et al. [1999] may vary by a factor
of 2–10 between models, depending on the GW phase speeds, implying a factor of 4–100 in the estimation
of the GW fluxes. Nevertheless, comparison with studies employing this method gives a general idea about
the average MF carried by small-scale GWs at the MLT altitude. For example, Swenson et al. [1999], who com-
pared imager and Na lidar data over a 5day period, measured mean MFs of 1.9m2 s�2 with the imager and
13.3m2 s�2 with the lidar (but for longer GW periods). Tang et al. [2002] measured average wintertime fluxes
of 20m2 s�2 and 12m2 s�2, at 35°N, in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively. Using image data
acquired in Antarctica, Espy et al. [2006] obtained mean fluxes of 7.5m2 s�2 and 1.6m2 s�2 in the zonal and
meridional directions, respectively, over Halley station (75.5°S) but somewhat larger values (32 and 4m2 s�2)
over Rothera station (67.5°S). Their results show important site-to-site and day-to-day variabilities which they
attributed to regional differences due to stronger sources and seasonal wind filtering. Finally, Li et al. [2011],
who analyzed image data obtained during 5 years on the Maui Island (20.8°N), found average monthly values
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on the order of 10m2 s�2. Most of the GWs propagating through the MLT region carry relatively small MF, but
some specific, localized events may carry much larger values. Previous mesospheric measurements of isolated
GW events yielded MF of the same order of magnitude as the one over AI. In an estimation of the spectacular
gravity wave breaking event described by Yamada et al. [2001], Fritts et al. [2002] calculated its MF to be
~900m2 s�2. Similarly, Fritts et al. [2014] measured a MF close to 800m2 s�2 for a GW packet observed by
another AMTM instrument over the Arctic Lidar Observatory forMiddle Atmosphere Research (ALOMAR) facility,
Norway. These events, as well as recent stratospheric balloon measurements [Hertzog et al., 2012], suggest that
there are sporadic, but not infrequent, very strong flux events, typically at the smaller horizontal scales and
higher frequencies, which should be expected at the MLT altitudes. The AI MW event documented here pro-
vides further evidence of those.

The GW event detected over the Auckland Islands lasted at least 4 h and exhibited features suggesting that
wave breaking was occurring at the altitude of the OH layer. Figure 6 illustrates the progression of the
short-scale structures: first, they were only visible on the crest closest to the island (a), then they covered
the whole wave packet (b), and finally, they vanished, as well as the GW itself (c–d). At that point, the wave
had disappeared, releasing its large momentum into the atmospheric background. The GW’s impact on
the atmosphere is still not fully understood, especially the momentum deposition, but the effect of a moder-
ate tropospheric wind (~25m/s, while Smith et al. [2009] reported wind up to 70m/s over the Andes to
generate the waves they observed in the mesosphere) generating orographic forcing on a small isolated
mountain appears to yield significant MLT impacts. Although recent progress has been made, actual models
are still limited in their resolution and cannot globally represent the effect of small-scale GWs. Small topogra-
phies like AI are not resolved either, even if they appear to be a possible recurrent source of momentum able
to propagate deep into the atmosphere, especially during the winter months. The example presented in this
paper clearly shows that such small sources have to be investigated more deeply to better understand their
effect and to improve parametrizations of subgrid-scale orographic gravity wave drag used in models.

In a companion paper, D. Broutman et al. (under review, 2016) apply a Fourier method to model mountain waves
generated by Auckland Island during the DEEPWAVE experiment using reanalysis profiles from NAVGEM. The
Fourier method is linear, accommodates realistic vertical variations in the background, and is similar to the
Fourier method used previously by Eckermann et al. [2006] and Alexander et al. [2009] to model mountain waves
generated by flow over island terrain. Their simulation extended to MLT altitudes. Figure 8a shows a sample
Fourier-ray simulation of the wave-induced temperature perturbation field at 77 km altitude using the
NAVGEM reanalysis profiles at 0600 UTC near the Auckland Islands, plotted for comparison with the AMTM zenith
camera temperature fields in Figure 8b. The Fourier solution predicts large amplitudes, close to wave breaking, at
these altitudes; see D. Broutman et al. (under review, 2016) for further details. The horizontal wavelength and
basic orientation of the Fourier wavefield in Figure 8a are very similar to the AMTM observations in Figure 8b.

5. Conclusion

During the months of June and July 2014, the DEEPWAVE project took place in Christchurch, New Zealand.
Taking advantage of the capabilities of the NSF GV aircraft, 26 research flights were performed during this

Figure 8. (a) Wave-induced temperature perturbations at 77 km altitude from a Fourier simulation after 2 h using NAVGEM
reanalysis fields at 0600 UTC upstream of Auckland Island (D. Broutman et al., under review, 2016) and (b) AMTM zenith
temperature measurements with similar spatial and temperature scales as in Figure 8a.
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field campaign. One of the main goals of this project was the study of orographic wave deep propagation,
from the troposphere to the MLT. On 14 July, favorable conditions were forecasted over the sub-Antarctic
archipelago of Auckland Islands. Thus, research flight 23 was conducted to investigate the possible effects
of orographic forcing on the middle and upper atmosphere. Oscillations in the vertical wind velocity, indica-
tive of orographic waves being generated, were measured at flight altitude while the GV was approaching
the lee side of the island. At the same time, a large-amplitude GW was observed in the MLT region, simulta-
neously by the IR imagers and the Na lidar operating on board the aircraft. This spectacular event remained at
the same location during at least 4 h, before breaking and disappearing. Its huge momentum flux per unit
mass (at least 320m2 s�2), estimated using direct measurements from the AMTM imager, the Na lidar, and
the NAVGEM background profiles, implies a large effect of this localized wave event on the MLT region.

This is the first time that aminor orographic forcing due tomoderate surface flow over small island terrain has
been unambiguously related to GWs observed in the MLT, demonstrating its impact as high as 85 km of
altitude. As it has been previously suggested [Wu et al., 2006; Alexander et al., 2009; Vosper, 2015], small
islands may be indeed an important missing source of momentum flux deposition. Therefore, such waves
need to be better accounted for in global circulation models to correctly parameterize wave drag in the
middle and upper atmosphere.
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